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What’s New

Product in Focus

New Kel-Cell Technology

Flojet double diaphragm air operated pumps
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Kel-Cell controls the position of the
diaphragm under a wide variety of
adverse inlet conditions and provides a
new degree of diaphragm rupture protection. It will greatly
reduce the possibility of an incidental failure of a diaphragm,
should an unforseen problem occur, such as:
! inlet pipe partially or completely blocked,
! inlet filter partially or completely blocked,
! inlet shut-off valve partly or completely closed,
! inadequate liquid supply,
! excessively viscous fluid,
! inadequate discharge pressure,
! or any other conditions which result in excess vacuum
conditions on the inlet of the pump.

G57 Series
Pressure in bar

The Kel-Cell system is an enhancement
of the existing Hydra-Cell technology. In
cases where poor inlet conditions could
eventually lead to a diaphragm failure,
Kel-Cell will prevent the this from
happening.

Flow Rate L/min
* Indicates Air Inlet Pressure

Air operated positive displacement double
diaphragm pump.
Up to 26,49 L/min.
1,4 to 8,3 bar (Same as inlet air pressure).
Liquid 1/2" and 3/4", Air 1/4".
Body - Polypropylene
Diaphragm and Check valves - Santoprene
Springs - Hasteloy
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Sheppy Show
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* Indicates Air Inlet Pressure

Pump:
Flow rate:
Pressure:
Ports:
Wetted parts:
Self-Priming:

Air operated positive displacement double
diaphragm pump.
Up to 7,57 L/min.
1,4 to 5,5 bar (Same as inlet air pressure).
Liquid 3/8", Air 1/4".
Diaphragms and valves - Buna, santoprene or
viton
Housing - Acetal copolymer
Dry - 8,5m, Wet - 9,8m

Humour
We assisted Machine "O" with exhibiting some of our high
pressure cleaning and airless spray painting products at this
years Sheppy Show held in Port Shepstone.

Staff
We welcome Philomon who joined us
about 3 months ago, as an assistant
repairman. His father Hammond, his
uncle Bernard, and his mother Janet, all
work for the company.

Primitive spelling bees

“A ship in the harbour is safe. But that is not what ships are built for.”

Versatile, durable and affordable
roof & surface cleaning solutions
CLEAN

AND
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WAW1800RNB

WAW1800F

WAW1800R

Technical Data
Part No.
WAW1600F
WAW1800F
WAW2400F
WAW1800R
WAW1800RNB

Configuration

Max. Bar

Max. L/min

Coverage

Handles & castors
Handles & castors
Handles & castors
Handles & large wheels
No Handles & large wheels

300
300
300
300
300

23
23
23
23
23

16“
18“
24“
18“
24“

Clean 1000m2 Per Day

Powered by your Hawk High Pressure Cleaner

The new Whirl-A-Way cleaning system converts your standard Hawk
high pressure cleaner into an effective roof and surface cleaning
machine. The other options include a general surface cleaning model
which is fitted with castor wheels making it extremely easy to move
around and light on the operator. A brush fitted option is also available
for areas where wheels are not practical. The units are capable of
pressures up to 300 bar, which means they can be attached to most
high pressure cleaners.

Unique Rotating Arms
The unit consists of two rotating flat or solid stream nozzles attached to
two arms that rotate at very high speed to cover the entire area under
the protective cover.

Special Roof Cleaning Option
With the specially developed corrugated roof cleaning option areas of
1000m2 can be cleaned per day, saving man hours and money. The
system is powered entirely by the high pressure water from your Hawk
high pressure cleaner and does not require any addition power or water
supply.

Available From:

013-01

The system is powered entirely by the high pressure water from your
Hawk high pressure cleaner and does not require any addition power
or water supply.

Unique Guarantee
Precision engineering and the use of high quality materials have
enabled Hawk in South Africa to give a comprehensive Guarantee to
cover their products. A full one year's warranty covers the workmanship
and materials against defects, while
they are also covered by a unique
spares guarantee. Should the
required Hawk pump or accessory
spare part not be available within 24
hours because of a out-of-stock
situation, they will be airfreighted
from the factory, and fitted, free of
charge.
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